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Six years ago, I saw a huge-sized scarlet gorilla beside the wall in Hua Qing‟s workroom of Suojia Village. 

There had been no connection built between other artists and his works for a long time. I thought the probable 

cause was that Hua Qing had left mainland too long, so it was not appropriate to read Hua Qing in the same as that 

we read continental artists. I read the red color in the picture as political implication, but I never found the 

approach to understanding the image of the gorilla. Afterwards, Hua Qing called me, expecting me to give him 

some different editions of philosophical sayings. At that time, I just started a selective course aesthetics in Peking 

University, and my students came from different departments, quite a few from College of Foreign Languages. 

Once I called upon my students, many of them sent different editions of philosophical sayings, such as English, 

French, German and Latin, etc. In his subsequent works, Hua Qing really quoted some sentences from the sayings. 

I started to think the relationship between the gorilla and the philosophical sayings, and mathematical formulas as 

the background. Maybe Hua Qing intended to express that such primates like gorillas also had the same 

intelligence as human beings.                        

 

Subsequently, Hua Qing‟s works were changed a lot. On the one hand, painting language became increasingly 

steady; on the other hand, zoomorphism became increasingly diversified. Although Hua Qing still likes using red 

color, the red color was not unlike the former “angry youth”, and the so-called political connotation naturally 

disappeared. Since zoomorphism was not restricted to the primates like gorilla, also including other animals, such 

as horse, cattle and owl, etc., thus it was not appropriate to connect mathematical formulas with primates for 

understanding. Perhaps what Hua Qing wanted to express was not that animals have human‟s intelligence, but 

intelligent human also possess animality.     

 

Last autumn, a curator Harro Schmidt of Kunsthalle, Faust, Hanover, Germany and I together planned a 

multi-media contemporary art exhibition called “Jetlag”. In the period, Harro once came to Beijing, accidentally 

seeing Hua Qing‟s individual exhibition “Destiny” in Asia Art Center. Then he made me contact Hua Qing, and 

expected him to participate in exhibition. Harro liked the animals Hua Qing painted, especially the gorilla sculpture 

put outside Asia Art Center. Although Hua Qing had no enough time to prepare the works to be exhibited, I didn‟t 

support him taking all the works to be exhibited. I hoped that he would specially create a group of works for the 

exhibition of Hanover. Thus, Hua Qing started to create the series of oil paintings of “Twelve Chinese Zodiac Signs 

of People”. Hua Qing was creating with passion day and night, finally drawing out ten works of 220x280cm and 

two works of 250x300cm. I thought that when Hua Qing determined to paint this group of works, he was bound to 

need great determination. It turned out that it was not easy to create such a group of woks. Besides without the rest 

period in Spring Festival, Hua Qing also became thin for this, which indicated that creating large-scale oil paintings 

needs not only brains but stamina. It was a pity that finally series of twelve Chinese zodiac signs were only 

exhibited 11 pieces. The reason was that two works were too big to be packed in containers, and the last painting 

“Dragon” was not parched, not suitable to be rolled up and transported to Germany. The missing one in twelve 

Chinese zodiac signs exhibited in Hanover was just the “Dragon”. Maybe this was the destiny that Hua Qing 

believed.    

 

The exhibition of “Jetlag” was a project in Germany and Chinese culture year, and Germany Exhibition 

Center and Hanover Government gave it substantial support. The area of 6,000 m²of the No.6 Hall in Hanover 



International Exhibition Center was used to exhibition, and Hua Qing‟s eleven Chinese zodiac signs occupied a 

relatively independent space, wining a unanimous praise. The overseas journalist of CCTV interviewing me on the 

spot specially pulled me to the side of the works by Hua Qing, for the works being the setting of 

television-screenshot. He said to me that although he didn‟t know the paintings, he still felt the huge impulse force 

of the paintings. Before leaving, he added to say that it was an excellent group of works.     

 

With the surrounding of the huge installation and video works, the paintings by Hua Qing were still so 

brilliant. It showed that easel painting could still burst out huge power. However, my thinking was not pointed to 

the skills and visual impact of Hua Qing‟s paintings, but their connotations behind them. In the period of his 

creating the twelve Chinese zodiac signs, I went to see those paintings successively for three times, every time 

acquiring deep communication and new understanding.              

 

In the catalog of “Jetlag”, I made such a statement for Hua Qing‟s exhibited works: “The series of „twelve 

Chinese zodiac signs‟ was specially created by Hua Qing for this exhibition. Twelve Chinese zodiac signs are 

twelve kinds of animals for China to calculate years, including mouse, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, sheep, 

monkey, rooster, dog and pig. Hua Qing transformed all the traditional and symbolized animals into more untamed 

natural animals, for example, dinosaur replacing dragon, turkey replacing rooster, kangaroo replacing mouse, zebra 

replacing horse, rhinoceros replacing ox and boar replacing pig, etc. And then samsara and destiny expressed in the 

twelve Chinese zodiac signs were not restricted in human being but stretched into larger eco-system.” Following a 

bit of comments: “Recently, Hua Qing developed a kind of painting style integrating expression, doodle, realism 

and leisure. Animal was the main object Hua Qing painted, in the setting filled with doodled mathematic formulas 

and philosophical sayings. Perhaps Hua Qing wanted to tell people: animal world also has rationality, or human 

world also has barbarity. No matter how we read, the distance between human and animal became closer. Hua Qing 

hoped that people could think about the destiny and samsara throughout the whole life world by reading his 

works.”     

 

In Hua Qing‟s works, we could indeed regard animal as human, and human as animal, but I wanted to 

supplement that, not only did we see the affiliation between human and animal, but also saw more tension, conflict 

and discordance between human and animal. I thought it as the consistent criticalness of Hua Qing‟s works, and it 

brought me into the situation of seeing Hua Qing‟s works in Suojia Village six years ago. As the artist settled in the 

Old Summer Palace in 1986, Hua Qing never abandoned to criticize contemporary art. His present works don‟t 

point to a given ideology, so it is hard to find out specific political connotation, but his criticalness of works isn‟t 

weakened at all. In a global background, Hua Qing developed his criticism to anthropocentrism. In his recent 

works, more information I read is affirmation to the things and criticism to human. It was not only for the lacuna of 

human in the paintings, so as to suggest human nihilistic view. More importantly, Hua Qing appealed us to pay 

attention to things with his strong painting language, and invited us to enter the familiar but strange world of things. 

If human are experiencing survival crisis, it is not things changing but human changing. We are experiencing life 

after tomorrow in another meaning, unrelated to history, but related to human self-reflection.    

 


